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Background

BC Scientific Hydraulic Fracturing Review Panel (2019) stated that safe 
disposal of fluids arising from hydraulic fracturing operations requires 
systematic research, ensuring regulations are adequate and risk factors are 
properly addressed

Geoscience BC defined the water disposal project and provided funding to 
the PRCL team to undertake this study to address the Panel’s concerns. An 
independent Project Advisory Committee made up of Subject Matter 
Experts provided guidance on behalf of Geoscience BC.

This presentation is an update on earlier presentations, reflecting the final 
project report submitted in June 2021
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Current Situation

BC Oil & Gas Commission authorizes subsurface disposal and 
regulates reservoir and operating conditions

Disposal of frac flowback and produced fluids has increased 
substantially with development of the Montney fairway, and new 
disposal wells have been brought onstream

Operators have minimized disposal volumes with recycling and water 
sharing plans – but some disposal wells have been filled to capacity, 
and there are concerns about overall capacity during Montney 
development for LNG
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PRCL Team Workplan

Consult with operators and OGC

Interpret performance of existing disposal wells

Characterize and map regional disposal aquifers 

Characterize and map disposal aquifer fluids and pressure regimes

Map structural framework and relate to aquifer performance

Characterize geomechanical stresses to address containment
risks and compartmentalization

Make recommendations to support development of best practices
and efficient regulation
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Disposal Wells, 
NEBC Montney Play Area

Mississippian

Triassic

Cretaceous

185 disposal zones identified

Wells and lands added in Alberta 
to augment mapping
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Aquifer Stratigraphy

Disposal zones must lie 
below Base of Usable 
Groundwater (600m or 
Base Fish Scales zone)
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Disposal Well Distribution
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Structural Modeling

Most wastewater-induced earthquakes in the fairway are strike-slip, 
and are triggered by increases in pore fluid pressure

Modeling in  FracPaQ2D identifies critically-stressed faults, and can 
illustrate the magnitude of fault susceptibility – the increase in pore 
pressure required to cause a fault with a particular orientation to fail

We ran 45 FracPaQ2D models using various stress gradients, depths 
and structural regimes

Disposal wells drilled near critically-stressed faults have increased risk 
of generating induced seismic events
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Buick Creek / Nikanassin 
Water Chemistry

Water salinities are generally low 
in the Peace River Block where 
flow is dynamic

Higher salinities characterize 
areas of more restricted flow



Cadomin Pressure-
Depth Ratio (PDR)

High PDR values (hot colours) 
signify higher fluid gradients, 
reducing disposal capacity



Debolt Disposal 
Favourability

Limited area of good reservoir 
quality in leached limestones 
and dolomites spanning Hay 
River Shear Zone

Induced seismicity close to 
critically-stressed regional faults



Halfway Disposal 
Favourability

High PDRs limit disposal capacity 
in Fort St John Graben

Several compartmentalized 
reservoirs have pressured up in 
Hay River Shear Zone area –
structural or stratigraphic control?



Baldonnel Disposal 
Favourability

Good disposal capacity in shallow 
dolomitized intervals

Induced seismicity issues near 
southwestern limit of Hay River 
Shear Zone



Buick Creek / Nikanassin 
Disposal Favourability

Thick section, but usually 
commingled with Cadomin

High PDRs and limited reservoir 
quality detract from performance

Buick Creek

Nikanassin



Cadomin Disposal 
Favourability

High-quality continuous aquifer 
with great upside potential

Induced seismicity associated with 
critically-stressed faults in 
Kiskatinaw Seismic Monitoring and 
Mitigation Area (KSMMA) 



Bluesky Disposal 
Favourability

High-quality shoreface sands in 
southeastern PR Block

Short lifespans – potential water 
chemistry / clay issues?

Untapped potential in estuarine 
valley fill conglomerates and 
shoreface sands in north 

Bluesky 
Shoreface

Bluesky Estuary fills, 
Shorefaces



Peace River Disposal 
Favourability

High-quality shoreface sands in 
southeastern PR Block – stacked 
Paddy and Cadotte

Underpressured reservoirs –
questions about safe reservoir fill-
up pressure limits



Favourability Mapping
Debolt to Baldonnel

Debolt and Baldonnel are primary 
zones in western North Montney 
(foothills), relying on reservoir 
enhancement on anticlinal 
structures, often associated with 
depleted gas pools

Significant number of cases of 
induced seismicity and limited 
reservoir capacity



Favourability Mapping
Nikanassin to Peace River

Stacked high-volume, high-
injectivity reservoirs in northeastern 
part of Heritage Field

Capacity degrades quickly westward

Induced seismicity and potential 
injectivity issues associated with 
critically-stressed faults on margins 
of Fort St John Graben



Conclusions

Disposal zone distribution and quality are determined primarily by reservoir 
characteristics, but structure, hydrogeology, and regional / local stresses play 
important roles as well

Favourability maps outline areas where the major disposal aquifers offer good 
disposal potential, and show major risk elements such as critically-stressed faults

Disposal zone availability ranges from excellent in the northeastern Heritage Field to 
sporadic in much of the North Montney and western Heritage Field

Assessment of specific new disposal wells should begin with this regional work, but 
must focus on local reservoir characteristics and structure / stress elements

There are a number of areas for operators and the OGC to research in better 
management of disposal wells going forward
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